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We introduce new techniques for deriving lower bounds on message complexity in 
asynchronous distributed computation. These techniques combine the choice of specific 
patterns of communication delays and crossing-sequence arguments with consideration of the 
speed of propagation of messages, together with careful counting of messages in different parts 
of the network. They enable us to prove the following results, settling two open problems: 
-An Q(n log* n) lower bound for the number of messages sent by an asynchronous 
algorithm for computing any nonconstant function on a bidirectional ring of n anonymous 
processors. 
-An Q(n log n) lower bound for the average number of messages, sent by any maxi- 
mum-finding algorithm on a ring of n processors, in case n is known. (3 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following model. We have a bidirectional asynchronous anonymous 
ring of n processors ([l, 61). There is no leader among the processors. All 
processors run the same program, which may depend on the size of the ring. All 
processors compute the same function f: .Y + (0, 1 }, where ,X is an arbitrary finite 
alphabet. The input of each processor is a letter of Z, and the processors compute 
f(x), where x is the concatenation of the n inputs beginning with any processor on 
the ring. We assume that for every input XEZ” and for any possible pattern of 
communication delays (or scheduling of the messages sent) all the processors even- 
tually stop. Upon termination all processors are in one of two states: either they all 
accept (which corresponds to f(x) = 1) or they all reject (which corresponds to 
f(x) = 0). 
* The work of Zvi Galil was supported in part by NSF Grants DCR-85-11713 and CCR-86-05353. 
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In [ 1 ] Attiya et al. considered the following function: ,f(x) = 1 if x is a cyclic shift 
of a string in O(Ol)* and is 0 otherwise. They showed that if n, the size of the ring, 
is assumed to be odd, then the function can be computed in O(n) messages. Similar 
nonconstant functions computable in O(n) messages can be defined if the size of the 
ring is assumed to have any fixed constant nondivisor. They left as an open 
problem whether a similar result can be obtained without restrictions on the size of 
the ring. In [6] Moran and Warmuth defined a nonconstant function and proved 
that its message complexity is at most O(n log* n). Our main result answers the 
open problem in [ 1 ] in the negative and shows that the upper bound in [6] is best 
possible : 
THEOREM 1. [f fi 2” + (0, 1 } IS a nonconstant ,finction, then any asynchronous 
algorithm for computing f on a bidirectional ring of n anonymous processors reyuire.v 
NI leasl cn log* n messages in the worst case ,for some constant c > 0. 
In [6], Moran and Warmuth showed that any nonconstant function requires 
CJ(n log n) bits on an anonymous ring of size n, while it is easy to construct non- 
constant functions with O(n log n) bit complexity on such a ring. They refer to this 
phenomenon as a gap in complexity between constant and nonconstant functions. 
(When the function is constant the bit complexity is 0.) They also left open the 
question whether a gap exists when we consider the message complexity. Their 
lower-bound techniques were not sufficient for establishing the gap which 
Theorem 1 exhibits. Theorem 1 deals with the more general setting that allows 
genera1 messages. Moreover the result in [6] did not exclude the possibility of O(n) 
message complexity of nonconstant functions. For example, the algorithm of [l] 
mentioned above has O(n) message complexity but O(n log n) bit complexity. 
In Section 1 we prove Theorem 1. Our arguments consider the speed of propaga- 
tion of certain messages as well as crossing sequences (i.e., cut and paste) and 
specific choices of communication delays to fool the algorithm and derive a 
contradiction. 
Our second main result concerns the problem of maximum-finding on a ring of 
processors, which is one of the basic problems in distributed computation. Its solu- 
tions are used as building blocks in more complicated algorithms. It has been 
studied quite extensively. We consider a ring of n processors pl, pz, . . . . p,,, and let 
L = (s,, s2, . . . . s,,,} be a set of labels (distinct integers). Assume that for i= 1, . . . . n, 
pi is labeled by riE L and every two processors are labeled by distinct labels. We 
consider asynchronous message-driven algorithms in which all processors start 
simultaneously, the communication channels are first-m first-out, and all processors 
eventually stop after computing the maximum label (see [7]). 
There are two different versions of the problem, depending on whether or not n 
is known to the processors. Also, one can consider the worst-case message 
complexity or the average message complexity. In the latter case we average the 
message complexity over all possible distinct label assignments to the n processors. 
For each such assignment we consider the worst pattern of communication delays. 
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Consequently, we have four cases to consider. There is yet another distinction 
between unidirectional and bidirectional rings, but similar results were obtained for 
both subcases: usually lower bounds are proved in the bidirectional case and upper 
bounds for the unidirectional case. This distinction is only important for determin- 
ing the best constants in the bounds. 
O(n log n) upper bounds for all four cases have been known for some time (see 
for example [S, 81). Burns [4] and Pachl et al. [7] proved Q(n log n) lower 
bounds in all cases but one. Their techniques did not suffice for determining the 
average message complexity in case n is known, and no nontrivial (nonlinear) lower 
bound was known. Bodlaender [2] proved an S2(n log n) lower bound for unidirec- 
tional algorithms which use only comparisons between labels. Our second result 
almost completes the picture: 
THEOREM 2. Let n be a power of 2. If the label set L is sufficiently large, then any 
maximum-finding algorithm for a bidirectional ring of size n labeled by L in which the 
processors know n has average message complexity at least cn log n for some constant 
c > 0. 
In Section 2 we prove Theorem 2. We choose two types of specific communica- 
tion delays: the first leads to contradiction by forcing the algorithm to terminate 
without the correct answer, and the second forces the algorithm to send many 
messages needed for the desired lower bound. The proofs also use arguments that 
consider the speed of propagation of certain messages, as well as a special way of 
counting the messages in different parts of the ring. It would be interesting to prove 
a similar theorem for a general n (not necessarily a power of 2). 
1. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We start with a sketch of the proof. We first fix an arbitrary algorithm A comput- 
ing a function f. Then we fix a particular scheduling of messages in which transmis- 
sion takes one unit of time and computation takes no time. Thus, we deal with a 
synchronous computation and we can speak about time. We then define a crossing 
sequence at a link. 
In Lemma 1 we observe two simple facts: (1) The crossing sequence of length I 
at a link depends only on the input to processors at distance at most I from this 
link; and (2) a message at a link at time T must be preceded by a message at that 
link or one of the neighboring links at time T- 1. Applying (2) repeatedly implies 
that a message at a link which is in the middle of a segment of 21 processors at time 
TB I must be preceded by a message in this segment at each of the previous 1 time 
steps. 
In Lemma 2 we find an input string z such that in the computation of A on z no 
processor accepts or rejects before time n/4. We fix the input to be z and then estab- 
lish the lower bound by estimating the number of messages in the computation of 
A on 2. 
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We consider roughly log* n disjoint time intervals, each exponentially longer 
than the previous one. Lemma 3 shows that at any time interval in any segment of 
length proportional to the length of the time interval the number of messages sent 
must be at least linear in this length. Consequently, at least a linear number of 
messages must be sent in each time interval, which completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
For convenience we denote the anonymous processors by pI , p?, . . . . p,,. 
(Professor p, does not know i.) Without loss of generality we assume that the ring 
R of size n = m! is oriented; i.e., all processors in it agree on the same “right” and 
“left” directions. Consider an algorithm A which computes a nonconstant function 
f’ on the ring R (where both are arbitrary but fixed). For input u’= \vl w2.. H’,, we 
choose a particular pattern of communication delays: All processors start at time 
zero, internal computations take no time and links are “synchronized”: i.e., it takes 
one unit of time to traverse the link. Therefore we can speak of time 0, 1, 2, . . in 
the computation of A on w. Recall that n = m! and assume first that m 3 192 and 
z= {O, I}. 
In the proof we use the notion of a “segment” of the ring R and the notion of 
a “crossing sequence” at a link of R. For 1 6 i < j 6 n, the segment [i, j] consists of 
the processors pI, pi+ 1, . . . . pi and all the links associated with them including the 
first (leftmost) and last (rightmost) links. A segment is a segment [i, j] for some 
1 < i < j d n. The length of a segment s = [i, j] is Is\ = ,j - i + 1 and the input to .Y 
is the string MAIM’,+, . . VV,. 
Let M be the set of all possible messages and let E 4 M denote the empty message 
(not counted in the message count). The crossing sequence at a link k until time 
T>,O is a pair (Y, I), I, l~(Mu {E})‘+‘, where for 0 d t d T, rr (I,) is the message 
sent right (left) on b at time t. If Y, = I, = E we say that the link h is passive at time 
t in the computation of A on M’. Otherwise we say that h is active. Note that in 
every time unit until every processor halts at least one link is active. 
The configuration of a processor p at time t 2 0 in the computation of A on ~2 is 
the triple (q, mL, m,), where q is the state of the processor p (running A) 
immediately after performing its internal computation, and mL (mR) is the message 
(if there is any) sent by p to the left (to the right) at time r in the computation of 
A on I+:; if there is no such message then mL (mR) is e. The configuration of a 
segment [i, j] at time t 2 0 in the computation of A on M’ is the (,j- i + I ) tuple 
(a,, 0 I + , , . . . . a,), where a, is the configuration of p, at time t in the computation of 
A on M’ for I = i, i + 1, . . . . j. 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires some lemmas. Lemma 1 follows by considering 
the propagation speed of messages. 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) Let i, T, T’ be positive integers such that 0 < i - T, i + T< n, and T < T’. 
If the link connecting p, and pi+ 1 is passive at every time t = T, T+ 1, . . . . T’ in the 
computation oj’ A on W, then the crossing sequence at this link until time T’ i.7 
uniquely determined by the string wi T+, u’, T+ 2 . u’, + T and by the algorithm A. 
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(b) Let 16 i < j d n and i + 1 < j - 1. Ifall processors of the segment [i, j] are 
passive at time t in the computation of A on w, then all processors of the segment 
[i+l,j-l]arepassiveattimet+1. 
ProoJ (a) The proof is obvious for T= 1. Assume T> 2. First, observe that 
the configuration of the segment [i - TS t + 2, i + T- t - l] at time t + 1 in the 
computation of A on w is uniquely determined by the configuration of the segment 
[i - T + t + 1, i + T- t] at time t and by A for every t = 0, 1,2, . . . . T- 2. Clearly, 
all these configurations are determined by the configuration of [i- T + 1, i + T] at 
time t =O, i.e., by the string wi--+, ... wi+ T and by algorithm A. On the other 
hand, they uniquely determine the crossing sequence mentioned above until time 
T- 1. To complete the proof, note that the link is passive after time T- 1 and until 
time T’. 
(b) The proof follows from the fact that if three consecutive links are passive 
at some time in the computation of A of w, then the middle link is passive at the 
next time in the computation of A on w. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let 1 < i < n. If the link connecting pi and pi+ 1 is active at time 
t, then at least one link of the segment [i - 1, i + I+ 1 ] is active at time t - 1 for every 
I=O,1,2 ,..., min{t,i-l,n-i-l). 
ProoJ: Suppose that Corollary 1 is false and apply part (b) of Lemma 1 to 
derive a contradiction, 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let 1 Q j, < i < j, Q n. If the link connecting pi and pi + 1 is active 
at time t, then at least one link of the segment [j,, j,] is active at time t - 1 for every 
l=O, 1,2 ,..., min{t,i-j,, j,--i-l}. 
ProoJ Observe that all links of the segment [i - 1, i + I+ l] are some links of 
the segment [j,, j,] for every l= 0, 1,2, . . . . min{t, i-j, , j, - i- 1 } and apply 
Corollary 1. 1 
LEMMA 2. There is an input z E { 0, 1 }” such that no processor of the ring accepts 
or rejects before time n/4 in the computation of A on z. 
ProoJ: We use the method of [l] or [S]. Consider the computation of A on 
input 0”. The input is completely symmetric. All processors run the same algorithm 
and thus are in the same state of the algorithm at any given time. At least one 
message is sent by each processor at each time until some time T at which no 
message is sent. Thus all the processors terminate at time T after sending at least 
nT messages altogether. If T>n/4, then the message complexity is at least nZ/4, 
which is much more than we need for completing the proof of Theorem 1. So 
assume T,< n/4 - 1. Since the function f is nonconstant, there is an input z in 
(0, l}” such that f(z) #f(O”). We show that z has the desired property. Assume for 
contradiction that there is a processor pi which terminates at time T’ <n/4 - 1 in 
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the computation of A on z. Since the ring is invariant under circular shifts we may 
assume that ,j= T’ + 1. Now consider the computation of A on input z, 02’ “, 
where zi is the prefix of z of length n - 2T- 1 > n/2 > 2T’ + 1. In this computation 
the processor p, terminates with the result f’(z) but the processor p,, T terminates 
with the result ,f(On), which is a contradiction. 1 
The next lemma requires the following definitions: 
d, = 4, di+ , = 3d,2”<, for i31 (1 I 
T, = dJ4, for i> 1. (2) 
Let k be the integer such that 
(3) 
Recall that n = m! and m > 192. Hence d2 = 192 <m and k B 2. Theorem 1 follows 
from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let 1 < i < k - 1, let S be an arbitrary segment qf‘ length d, + , , and let 
z be the string of Lemma 2. Then there are at least /S[/12 messages sent in internal 
links of S during the time period that starts at t = T, and ends at t = T,, , - 1 in the 
computation of A on z. 
We first sketch the proof of Lemma 3. We consider the segment S as a sequence 
of smaller segments and distinguish between two cases. In the first case, for many 
of the small segments a message is sent in the middle link at a certain late part of 
the corresponding time interval. In this case, Lemma 1 identifies linear number of 
messages sent in each of these small intervals and altogether a linear number 
of messages in S in this time interval. In the second case, most of the middle links 
are passive during the late part of the intervals. We then claim that one of the 
processors of S located near the middle of S must send a message at the end of the 
time interval. Lemma 3 follows from the claim by Lemma 1. The claim is established 
by a quite elaborate cut and paste technique. 
Proof qf Lemma 3. By (1) the segment S consists of b = 3 ‘2”’ consecutive 
segments of length d, which we denote by s, , s2, . . . . sh. We say that a segment s, is 
rich if there is a time t, 2T,<t<T;+,, such that the middle link of s, was active 
at time t, and we say that s, is poor otherwise. Let g= 2”’ ’ + 1 and 
h=g+2d’+1 - 1 and consider the segments s,, sR+ , , . . . . s,, (the middle 2 .2”‘1 of the 
3 ‘2”’ segments) and distinguish between two cases: in Case 1 at least 2”’ of them 
are rich, and in Case 2 more than 2d’ of them are poor. 
Case 1. There are at least 2”’ rich segments among the segments sK, .sg + , , . . . . .s,~. 
Let s, be an arbitrary rich segment. By (2) Is,1 = di = 4T,. Thus, by Corollary 2, 
there is at least one message in the segment si at time t-1 in the computation 
of A on z for every I = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Ti- 1. Note that T, + , - 1 3 t-I>, Ti, by the 
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definition of rich segment. Summing up these messages over all rich segments 
among the segments sg, sg+ ,, . . . . s,,, we obtain the desired number of messages. 
Case 2. There are at least 2”+ 1 poor segments among the segments sy, 
s g+ I, .*., sh. Since there are 24 strings over (0, 1) of length di, we have that there 
are two indices p, q (g < p < q < h) and there is a string u over { 0, 1) of length di 
such that the segments sP and sy are poor, and u is the input to both segments sP 
and sq in the computation of A on z. In order to complete Case 2 we now prove 
the following claim. 
Claim 1. At least one link among all links of the segments s,, s,, r, . . . . sh is 
active at time Ti+ i - 1 in the computation of A on z. 
Proof: Assume for contradiction that all these links are passive at time r,+ i - 1 
in the computation of A on z. By u we denote the string over (0, l} of length 
(q-p - 1) di which is the input to the segment formed by the segments sP+ i, 
sP + 2, . . . . sy _ i in the computation of A on z. Note that z = xuuuy for some x and y. 
Let ui be the left half and uz the right half of U. Let sk be the right half of the seg- 
ment sP and let sb be the left half of the segment s,. Let S be the segment of length 
(q-p) di formed by the segments sb, sP+ i, . . . . sq-, , sb. Note that the string uzuul 
is the input to the segment S in the computation of A on z. For 0 < t < Ti+ i - 1 we 
denote by c, the configuration of the segment S at time t in the computation of A 
on z. 
We use below two simple observations. The first one is that the crossing sequen- 
ces at the middle link of sP and at the middle link of s, until time Ti+ i - 1 in the 
computation of A on z are the same. To prove it use the facts that sP and s, are 
poor (their middle links are passive at t, 2T, < t < Ti+, - l), and the string u is the 
input to sP and to sy in the computation of A on z, and apply (a) of Lemma 1 twice 
with T=2Ti, T’=Ti+l- 1, and the two middle links. The second observation is 
obvious: The configuration of an arbitrary segment at time t + 1 is uniquely deter- 
mined by the configuration of this segment at time t, by the message received (from 
the left) by the leftmost processor of this segment at time t, by the message received 
(from the right) by the rightmost processor of this segment at time t and by the 
algorithm A. 
Now consider the computation of A on the input z’s (u~uu,)~‘~~~“*~~. Note that 
Iu2vu1/ divides n=m!, since lu,~u,l=Isld(S(=d,+,~d~~m, by (3). Divide the 
whole ring into n/luzvull consecutive segments of length JuluuzI, such that the 
string +UU, is the input to every one of them in the computation of A on z’. One 
can show, by induction on t and by the two observations above, that every such 
segment is in the same configuration c, (introduced above) at time t in the com- 
putation of A on z’ for every t = 0, 1,2, . . . . Ti+ 1 - 1. In particular, all these segments 
are in the configuration cT,+, ~, at time Ti+ , - 1 in the computation of A on z’. 
Recall that the segment S is in the configuration cT,+,-, at time Ti+ 1 - 1 in the 
computation of A on z. Since Ti+ 1 - 1 < Tk = d,/4 <m/4 <n/4, there is neither an 
accepting nor a rejecting state in the configuration cT,+,-i, by Lemma 2. By the 
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assumption at the beginning of the proof of the claim and by the definition of S, all 
the links of S are passive at time Ti+ 1 - 1 in the computation of A on z; i.e., there 
is no message in cT,+, ~, . Consequently, all links of the whole ring are passive at 
time T,+,- 1 in the computation of A on z’. Thus, the computation of A on ;’ has 
stopped before time Ti+ L. Moreover, since the configuration cT,+, L contains 
neither an accepting nor a rejecting state, this computation has stopped without 
any output--a contradiction, which completes the proof of the claim. 1 
In order to complete Case 2 (and the proof of Lemma 3), observe, using the 
definitions of the segment S and the numbers g, h. that the active link mentioned 
in the claim connects two processors pj and p, + 1 such that all links (and all 
processors) of the segment [j - di+ , /6 + 1, j + d, + ,/6] are some links (some 
processors) of the segment S, since di+ , /6 8 ,i d 5d, + , /6. Consequently, by 
Corollary 2, there is at least one message in the segment S at time T, + , - 1 - 1 for 
every 1=0, 1,2,..., di+,/6-1. Note that Ti+I-l>T,+,-l-l>T, by (1) and 
(2). This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 1 
THEOREM 1. Let n=m!, m> 1. Iff: (0, 1)“-+ {O, 1) is a nonconmznt .function. 
then any asynchronous algorithm for computing f on a bidirectional ring of n 
anonymous processors requires at least &n(log* n - 6) messages in the M:orst case. 
Proof. If m 6 192, the lower bound is immediate since the number of messages 
is at least n/4 by Lemma 2. So assume m > 192. By Lemma 3, the total number of 
all messages in the computation of A on z is at least (k - 1) n/12. We now estimate 
k. Let e,=4, e,+L = 2’(“, for each i >, 1. Thus, by (l), d, 6 e, for each i 3 1. Now, 
log* e, = 2i for each i 3 1. These facts with (3) yield 
Theorem 1 follows from this estimate. 1 
The only place we used the assumption that ICI = 2 was in the proof of Lemma 3. 
The proof can be easily modified to handle any finite size alphabet resulting in a 
different constant in Theorem 1. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
For proving Theorem 2, we fix the algorithm A and consider a different schedul- 
ing for the processors. Then we define certain sets of strings and prove some of their 
properties. 
In this section we also allow segments [i, j] with i = j as well as those with i > j 
which “go around the ring.” A segment is waiting if all messages in all its interior 
links have arrived and no processor in it is able to send any message before 
receiving a message in the first or last link. 
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We fix a constant ~1, 0 <CI < i. We consider A, an arbitrary maximum-finding 
algorithm on a ring of size IZ, where n 2 8 is power of two, and with a label set L 
that contains m distinct labels. We choose m large enough so that the following 
inequality holds for I = 2, 4, 8, . . . . n/4: 
This is possible since if we fix n, then the left-hand side of (4) grows like rnHp ’ -‘, 
while the right-hand side of (4) grows like m”-‘. 
For a string r=rlr2... r,, riE L for 1 < i< t, we denote by set(r) the set of all the 
different rls in r. For I= 1, 2, 4, 8, . . . . n we’ define SI= {r 1 r = r, rz ... rl, riE L for 
1 <i<Z, and ri#rj for i#j). Note that IS,] =)Ll (IL] - l)...(ILJ -I+ 1). 
For l=l,2,4,8 ,..., n and for each r E S, we denote by c(r) the following com- 
putation of A in the segment labeled by r. If r E S,, then c(r) is “do nothing.” If 
r = ss’ E S,, s, s’ E S,,,, then c(r) is defined by keeping the first (leftmost), last 
(rightmost), and middle links of the segment labeled by r very slow, executing c(s) 
and c(s’). Then we increase the speed of the middle link and continue the execution 
of A in an arbitrary (but fixed) way till the segment labeled by Y is waiting. Let 
jc(r)[ be the number of messages sent during c(r). In the proof below we use the 
following sets for I= 2,4, 8, . . . . n/4: 
and 
c*, = { ss’ 1 s, s’ E s,, ss’ E &[, IcW)l - Ids)1 - Icb’)l 2 vq 
H,, = { ss’ 1 s, s’ E SI, ss’ E S,,, ss’ $ C2, and s’s 4 C2,). 
LEMMA 4. For I E (2, 4, 8, . . . n/4] and any fixed integer h > 2, (a) and (b) holdfor 
the sets 
v= {qs* . ..s.,j.siES,for l<i<h,sisi+,EH,,for l<i<h-1) 
and 
W= {s1s2...sZhpl Is,ES,for 1 <i<2h-1, sisi+,EH,,for lg i<2h-2). 
(a) I Vl*//S,l < I WI; and 
(b) there is a string r E S, such that W contains at least ) VI ‘j/S 
form s~s~....s~~-,, where s,=s2hp,=r. 
,I3 strings of the 
Proof: (a) Let SI= (r,, r2, . . . . r,}, i.e., q= ISJ. By bi (ci) we denote the num- 
ber of strings in V with prefix (suffix) ri for i = 1,2, . . . . q. Hence / VI = C3=, bi. It is 
easy to see that s,s2. --SUE V if and only if s,,sh-i ..‘si E V, and that if s,s~~..s~E V 
and s,,s,,+r ... szh _ I E V, then s, s2 . . . sZh- i E W. Therefore bi = ci for each i and 
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W > Cy=, cihi = Cy=, bf . By Holder’s (or Cauchy-Bunakovski’s) inequality we 
have Cy=, bf >, (Cy= 1 bJ2/q = I VI 2/IS,l. 
(b) By a, we denote the number of strings in V with prefix ri and with suffix 
r, for i, j= 1, 2, . . . . q. Let b, be the maximum number among b, , bz, . . . . b,. 
Obviously V contains at least (I/(/q strings with prefix rk. Therefore Cy=, Us, = 
bk>/VI/q. Since s,s,...s,,~Viff s,,shP,... s, E V, a,, = aii for each i and ,j. Again, 
by Holder’s (or Cauchy-Bunakovski’s) inequality we have that the number of the 
strings of the form s, s2 . .s~,~-, such that s, s2 s,, E V, s,,s,,+ , .s2!, , E I’. 
s1 =s 2h I = rk) and sh = rj (for i= 1, 2, . . . . q) is at least CT=, a,#jk = x7=, uf, >, 
(x7=, &,)‘/q 3 1 V/12/(S,I 3 and ah of them belong to W. 1 
COROLLARY 3. For any given 1~ {2,4, 8, . . . . n/4}, (a) and (b) below hold,fbr D,, 
j = 0, 1, . . . . inhere D, = H,, and for j= 1, 2, . . . . D, = Is, s2.. s:,+ , 1 s, E S, fi)r 
1 Gif2’+ 1, .s,si+,~H2,for 16i62’). 
(a) ID, ,l’/IS,I d P,l; and 
(b) for each j = 1, 2, 3, . . . there is a string ti E S, such thut Dj contains ut leust 
(Di ,/‘/IS113 strings of the form s~s~..~s~,+~, where ,s, =s~,+, = t,. 
LEMMA 5. !f ,for some IE { 2, 4, 8,... n/4), lC,,I <a /Sz,l, then (1 - 2%) /S2,/ < 
lHz,l. 
Proof Let 
E,, = {ss’ E Sz, ( s, s’ E S,, ss’ E C,, and s’s E C,, 1; 
F2, = { ss’ E S,, I s, s’ E S,, ss’ E C,, and s’s 4 Cl,) ; 
and 
G,, = { ss’ E S,, I s, s’ E S,, ss’ $ C,, and s’s E C,,). 
Clearly S,, = E,, v F,, u Gz, v H,,, the sets E,[, F2,, G,,, H,, are pairwise disjoint, 
E?, u F,, = C,, and I FJ = ) G,,]. Consequently, if I C,,] < N I &,I, then ) E,,J + 1 G,,j = 
IG + lF2,1 = lC,,l < ~1 L%l and hence IH2,1 = /&,I - I&,1 - IF,,1 - IG2,/ > 1% - 
22 ISr,l + l~z,l 3 (1 -2a) IS,,I. I 
Lemma 6 shows that if the set C,, is too small, then the set D, of Corollary 3 
contains a valid input for the algorithm A. 
LEMMA 6. [f .for some 1 E (2, 4, 8, . . . n/4}, IC,,l <c( IS2,/, then there is a string 
s,s~...s~~+, in D, with s~=s~,,+~, where p = log(n/l) and D, is us in Corollary 3. 
such that each S,E S, and for 1 < i < j < 2” set(s,) n set(s,) = 0. 
Prooj: By Db we denote the subset of D, which contains at least ID,- ,/‘/IS,/’ 
strings of the form described in (b) of Corollary 3. We are looking for our string 
among those in Db. To the contrary, assume that there is no such string in Db; i.e.. 
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assume that for each string o = s,s2 . . . szP+ i in 0; with s1 = s2,,+ I = t, there is a pair 
of indices i, j, 1 < i < j< 2P, such that set(sj)n set(si)# @. This means that 
(set(v)/ < 12p - 1 for each v in 0;. But the number of such u’s (i.e., the cardinality 
of 0;) can be bounded above by I= (12p - l)‘(*‘+‘) C& ’ (1$:11) = (n - l)n+’ 
xi: i (Ii’::). The factor CF”; ’ (‘ik,‘) denotes the number of different sets 
set(v) - set(t,) and the factor (12p - l)‘(*” + ‘) denotes the number of different 
functions f mapping { 1, 2, . . . . Z(2” + 1 )} into { 1, 2, . . . . 12p - 11, where f(i) = j means 
that the ith member of u is exactly the jth largest element of set(u). On the other 
hand 1 DbI > ID,-, 1 */IS,] 3 and by repeated applications of part (a) of Corollary 3 
followed by a single application of Lemma 5 we have that IDJ Z ID,- 1 (‘/ 
IsA3 2 lff2/12p/l~I12p+’ > ((1-2cr) JS2,1)*P/~S,l~P+’ = (l-2@“” (IL1 (IL1 - 1) ... 
(IL1 -2Z+ l))“/‘/(lLl (IL1 - I)-.*(IL( --I+ l))“/‘+‘=J. But our upper and lower 
bounds on ID;/ (I and J) contradict (4) since IL1 3~. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let a be a real number, 0 <a < i, and let n be a power of 2. Then 
there is a positive integer m, such that (a) and (b) hold. 
(a) If L is a finite set of labels with m, < I LI and A is a maximum-finding algo- 
rithm for a bidirectional ring of size n labeled by L, then the average number of 
messages sent by A is at least (a/4)n log n. 
(b) Zf L is a$nite set of labels with m, 6 (LJ and A is a maximum-finding algo- 
rithm for a unidirectional ring of size n labeled by L, then the average number of 
messages sent by A is at least (a/2)n log n. 
In the proof below we first observe that the condition of Lemma 6 cannot hold. 
If it holds, we obtain by the conclusion of the lemma a valid input for the algorithm 
A and then show that A cannot correctly find the maximum given this input. Con- 
sequently, all the sets Cz, are relatively large and we can charge l/2 messages to 
segments labeled by elements of C,,. The lower bound is obtained by appropriately 
summing up these charges. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (a) Assume n 2 8. (The proof is obvious for n 6 4.) Let 
the C’s and S’s be defined for any particular L, n, and A with IL1 B m,, where m, 
satisfies (4). First we show that (C,J 2 a I&,( for each 1 E {2,4, 8, . . . . n/4). To the 
contrary, assume that there is 1~ {2,4, 8, . . . . n/4} with I C2,( < a JS2,(. Choose p and 
s1s* . ..sp+. according to Lemma 6. Let a ring of size n be labeled by 
S = sls2.. Sag, with si = ~1 uf.. . of for each i = 1, 2, . . . . 2p, and u{ E L for each i and 
j. By Lemma 6, S is a valid input since all its labels are different. Consider the 
following computation of A in such ring. First execute c(s,) in the segment labeled 
by si for each i. Keep the transmission speed of the channels connecting the 
segments labeled by s1 and s2, . . . . szP- I and s2,,, and s2p and s, very slow during the 
execution of the c(s,)‘s. 
The concatenation of each pair of consecutive sis on the ring is in H,,, which 
implies that for i= 1,2, . . . 2P (c(sisi+ i)I - Ic(si)/ - Ic(si+ i)l < l/2 - 1 and the 
number of messages in c(sisi+ ,) after the completion of c(s,) and c(s,+ 1) is smaller 
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than l/2 (recall that s, = sZP + i ). Hence there is a continuation of the computation 
that mimics c(sisi+ I) f or all i, 1 < i < 2P, even though the corresponding segments 
overlap, as no message in the continuation can reach the processors in the middle 
of the segments labeled by s, or si+ , and no two consecutive continuations can 
interfere. At the end of the computations c(sis,+ , ) for all i the whole ring is waiting, 
which means that the computation has terminated. But if the maximum label is in 
the segment labeled by si, this information cannot reach the middle processor of the 
segment labeled by sj+ 1 (the processor labeled by u:‘:,, say) before the algorithm 
stops-contradiction. Hence jC,,I >, M ISJ for I = 2, 4, 8, . . . . n/4. 
We now consider the following computation in the ring labeled by r, r2 I’,,. 
Start with the computations in c(rIrz), c(r3r4), c(r5r6), c(r,rR), . . . . then mimic the 
continuation of c(rlr2r3r4), c(r5r6r,r8)..., then mimic the continuation of 
c(r, r2 . . rg), . . . . etc. We call the segments involved special segments. Note that 
unlike the case above, special segments of the same size do not overlap. We charge 
a special segment labeled with ss’ the messages sent in c(ss’) after the completion 
of c(s) and c(s’). Hence each message sent is only charged once. 
We now estimate the total number of messages received during the computations 
corresponding to all possible assignments of labels to the processors. Let 
1 E { 2,4, 8, . n/4} and consider a special segment z of length 21. There are IC7,! 3 
a ISz,l =c( (Ll (IL1 - l)...(ILI -21+ 1) different ways how to label z by strings 
in CZ1 and there are (1~5 -21)(lLl -21- l)...(ILl -n+ 1) different ways how to 
label the rest of the ring. If ss’ E CZ,, where s, s’ E S,, then there are at least 1/‘2 
messages received (in Z) after finishing c(s) and c(Y) and until finishing c(ss’). It 
means that the special segments of length 21 are charged at least (n/21)(1/2 ) I C2,/ 
(IL1 -2Z)((L( -2f--l)...(lLl -n+ 1)2(%/4)n IL1 (IL1 - l)...(iL-( --n+ I) for 
each 1=2,4,8,...,n/4. For l=n/2 there are jLI (IL]-l)...(jLj-n+l) different 
ways to label a special segment z of length n by strings in S,,. If ss’ E S,,, where s, 
St E S&, then there are at least n/2 messages received (in L) after finishing c.(s) 
and c(s’) until finishing the computation, because each processor must know the 
maximum label. Summing up (over all I’s), we have that there are at least 
((x/4)nlognjLI (ILI-l)...(ILI-n+l) message. But the factor \,5\(11;1-1)... 
(IL\ - n + 1) denotes the number of all possible assignments of labels to the 
processors. This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) The proof for a unidirectional ring is the same as for a bidirectional ring 
except that CZ,= { ss’ E SZ, ( s, s’ E S,, Ic(ss’)l - ic(s)l - ic(s’)l 3 I) and to derive the 
contradiction in the first part of the proof (assuming IC2,1 < r /SZ,l ) we show that 
the last processor of the segment labeled by s,, , (the one labeled by u:, ,) cannot 
know the maximum. 1 
Theorem 2 requires a very large label set. (IL1 is exponential in n.) Recently, 
Bodlaender [3] proved an Q(n log n) lower bound for the average case when n is 
known with a label set L satisfying IL,1 2 cn. His elegant proof uses extremal graph 
theory. 
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